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The	  African	  Sustainable	  Development	  Association,	  The	  Sustainability	  
Summit,	  Green	  Pitch	  and	  Blank	  Canvas	  Int	  believe	  in	  principles	  of	  
responsible	  sourcing	  and	  sustainable	  events.	  All	  our	  events	  are	  
planned	  and	  executed	  with	  people,	  planet	  and	  profit	  in	  mind.	  We	  
make	  use	  of	  WildFire,	  a	  strategic	  communications	  agency	  that	  is	  
client	  centered,	  integrity	  driven	  and	  passionate	  about	  creative	  
problem	  solving.	  	  



	  

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Scheduled to take place on the 29th of June at the Johannesburg Stock 
Exchange, the 5th Annual African Sustainability Summit will once again bring 
together cross-industry experts and foster relationships towards resilient and 
sustainable business in South Africa and Africa.  
 
This Summit, which is the only one of its kind on the African continent, has 
established itself as the collaborative space for cross-industry leaders.  
 
The Sustainability Summit has a five-year track record and for the past three 
years it has been hosted it in its current form – a platform for business leaders 
to share success stories and case studies, (focusing on solutions in our diverse 
economical reality and presenting their lessons learnt), offering a platform for 
trusted collaboration and building of relationships towards more sustainable, 
agile business for South Africa and Africa. 
While Summit 2014 focused on the recourses industry post 2015, Summit 2015 
focused on the theme: How do you make resilient business transformation 
happen and although the recourses industry was still represented in the 
programme and audience it was a cross-industry summit unlocking the true 
potential of a collaborative network. Summit 2016 explored imminent change 
and how companies and leaders deal with that.  
The Summit is aimed at senior leaders, decision makers, executives and 
business owners and has been consistently attended by this target group cross-
industry from industry, academia, government, research and civil society. 
With the launch of the African Sustainable Development Association at the 
event in September 2016, a new era of 
collaboration is dawning. The Summit is 
no more a lone-standing annual event, 
but rather a showcase of the Association’s 
members and a networking event where 
like-minded leaders can connect. 
 
Demonstrating this collaborative power, 
The Summit is partnering this year with 
The Da Vinci Institute, Department of 
Science & Technology (DST), and 
Innocentrix to form a  remarkable 
partnership in support of increased 
impact for the TT100 Business Innovation 
Awards programme for the period 2017-
2019. This collaboration will support, 
showcase and recognise the role of 
leadership in the Management of 
Innovation and Technology as it relates to 
growth, differentiation and sustainable 
development. The event calendar kicks off on 21 February 2017 with the first 
TT100 Forum ’Deep Dive’ session on Sustainable Business Performance 
in Africa. 
 
We invite you not only to take part in the Summit but become members of a 
growing network of organisations – the African Sustainable Development 
Association.  
Raldu Nel ... big picture thinker 
FOUNDER & CEO BLANK CANVAS INTL 
SUSTAINABILITY SUMMIT CHAIRMAN 

Mr Tshepo Kgobe Kgobe, Senior Executive 
Manager: Technical Services at the 
Gautrain Management Agency and Mr 
Raldu Nel, CEO and Founder of Blank 
Canvas International and Summit Chair 



	  

SUMMIT KEY DIFFERENTIATORS 

 
• African Sustainability Summit is the 

only and most active Sustainability 
Summit Platform in Africa. 
-5 year track record 
-3 years as content provider, 
collaboration platform, leadership 
network 
-Over the past 3 years: More than 79 
programme contributors and more than 
80 collaborating companies.  

• Strategically governed by cross 
industry and multi-stakeholder Wisdom 
Board, providing relevant insights 
directing all collaboration and project 
implementation efforts. 

• Active Collaboration in Public Private 
Partnership, with Local and Global Innovation, Technology 
Innovation and Sustainability Networks. 

• Facilitate topical cross industry and multi-stakeholder Deep Dive 
platforms  

• Representative cross industry and multi-stakeholder collaboration 
platform – 140 Seats are allocated. 

• SMME Green Pitch showcasing and enabling Sustainable Business 
Performance of at least 10 SMME’s per Year. 

• Successful Track Record for Technology Innovation Strategy Co-
creation, Program Managing Implementation (Net Impact - 6 
Capitals Portfolio Balancing) and Facilitating Value Chain 
Collaboration for Sustainable Business Performance, across 
industry since 2010. 

• Partnership with The Da Vinci Institute, Department of Science & 
Technology (DST), and Innocentrix to support increased impact 
for the TT100 Business Innovation Awards programme for the 
period 2017-2019, demonstrating the true power of collaboration.  
 

Summit Goals: 
 

• To provide a vehicle and collaboration platform where business 
leaders who are passionate about business transformation in Africa 
and South Africa can meet in a trusted environment – only with 
understanding comes trust and only with trust comes collaboration 
that leads to solutions.  

• To broaden the idea that exists about “Sustainability”. The 
Summit brand and ethos is mainly underpinned by the 6 Capitals 
Principle, taking the integrated reporting model to a next level we 
have demonstrated that the 6 Capitals is the most inclusive model 
for sustainable business.  

• To be a positive force of change and a bridge between big 
business and small business and to foster public- private 
partnerships, not just a talk show, but also a meeting of minds and 
ideas that result in projects and change.  

Social Media engagement and 
audience participation at Summit 
2016 



	  

OVERVIEW OF SUMMIT 2016 
 
Theme: The Tipping Point: Gearing for it, Pushing it and Embracing it – 
how businesses in South Africa navigate imminent change and how we 
can even bring about change by pushing and activating the right tipping 
points. 

Wisdom board: Our Summit content is informed by the Wisdom Board 
of around 30 collaborating companies. Included are Mercedes Benz 
South Africa, Henley Business School, WITS GCSRI, SANTAM, JSE, Da 
Vinci Institute, SABS Design Institute, City of Tshwane, In On Africa 
(IOA) and the CSIR.The purpose of these companies and individuals is 
to keep our content real and relevant and to ignite the collaboration 
effort. 

Collaborating companies included: 

SUMMIT KEY TAKEAWAY POINTS AS SUMMARISED BY CONTENT 
PARTNER – In On Africa 
 
The quest to improve business resilience, drive innovation and 
implement sustainable business models are driven by the need to 
transform the economy to ensure inclusivity and sustainability. This is 
driven by the need to reduce the pressures on environmental resources 
and lower society’s impact on the Earth ahead of exponential population 
growth and to ensure a better life for future generations. The 2016 
Sustainability Summit was a two-day event held on 27th and 28th of 
September.  

Day 1’s programme comprised of a series of inspirational and insightful 
presentations and round table discussions from industry leaders. Day 2 
saw the running of the Green Pitch competition where entrepreneurs 
pitched their sustainable businesses to a panel of judges. 2016’s Summit 
built on from 2015’s sustainability- centered seminars and shifted focus 
to factors enabling businesses to become more resilient. Three main 
themes were explored through the presentations delivered this year: 
high performance leadership, business model innovation and Toolkits for 
Step Change, providing insight into practical ways in which resilience 
can be precipitated within organizations. The single most important 



	  

message derived from this year’s Summit is that at the heart of creating 
a green economy and business resilience, lies the need to collaborate 
and co-create. 

Collaboration of businesses with one another and with the 
communities which they impact. Collaboration across government, 
public and private sector to develop sustainable growth solutions and co-
creation of innovative models, products or solutions enabled by a more 
creative mindset. (For a more in-depth report see the IOA-BCI 
Sustainability Report 21 October 2016) 

GREEN PITCH 

This year’s Sustainability Summit added an 
exciting addition to the event. On the 28th of 
September, the finalists in this year’s first 
Green Pitch Competition presented to a panel 
of judges at the JSE as part of the Summit. Entries opened on the 5th of 
August and nine finalists were announced on the 2nd of September. 

These finalists had the opportunity to go through a mentoring session 
with some of the top leaders of industry at the Standard Bank Incubator 
before their final pitching session at the Sustainability Summit. 

Green Pitch nominees had to measure up to a robust “Six Capitals Score 
Card” to validate their Net Positive contribution towards a sustainable 
and inclusive economy. Raldu Nel, Chairman of the Summit says: “The 
purpose of the “Green Pitch” is not only to reward and recognize Africa’s 
top entrepreneurs in the Green Economy, but to also to create 
broadened awareness of the Holistic 6 Capitals Integration and 
Interdependence Strategy, a key to drive Resilient Business Performance 
across the value chain. This event will show-case creativity and design 
thinking to business leaders across industry and doing so bridge the gap 
between formal industry and entrepreneurs – the key to Africa’s 
Emerging Economy.” 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Three of the judges on 
this year’s panel – from 
left to right: Ogone 
Ntwae: Innovation and 
R&D Specialist at The 
Innovation Hub; Linda 
Swart: Incubator 
Manager: Standard 
Bank Incubator; 
Shaheen Hoosen: MD 
Of EMAIFC and Minara 
Chamber of Commerce 

 



	  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The finalists in this year’s competition were: 
 
•5 Star Stoves: A base of pyramid residential energy service company 
 

•Khepri Biosciences: Insect based animal feed oils and protein for 
emergent markets. 

 
•LiGE Qube resolves the ENERGY AND WATER challenges that large and 
medium businesses face in the world today!  Our technology: The LiGE 
Qube –  Compressed Air Energy Storage.  

 
•Modular Innobox: Turn key social  business in-a-box solution 
provider. 

 
•CarbotectTM is a proprietary diagnostic aid for the detection of ultra-
low levels of organic residues in water samples and to underwrite 
quality assurance programs in the high risk Food,Water and Beverage 
industries. 

 
•Lamocorp: Lamo Solar is a youth-led renewable energy solutions 
provider currently specialising in solar photovoltaic (PV) technology.  

 
•Systemdex: Designing a System that simulates the Ocean conditions 
so that the ocean fish can be breed anywhere other than the Coastal 
areas. 

 
•GROMAC Agricultural: Re-engineering a proven farming technology 
for the African climate and workplace. Incorporating water and nature 
conservation, skills development and employment, sustainable grazing 
and biogas production, rural economy and social development into its 
business model. 

 
•NewCarbon: Developing innovative solutions to produce biochar in a 



	  

AFRICAN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION 
	  	  
The African Sustainability 
Development Association (A-
SDA), was launched on the 27th 
September 2016 on Industry 
Demand at the Annual African 
Sustainability Summit 2016. 

  
Founding Members include: 
  

 
  
The vision of the A-SDA is: 
  
To be a “Centre of Excellence” for South Africa and Africa, working 
towards an inclusive and sustainable economy, benefiting 
all stakeholders, through collaboration, networks and project 
implementation. 
  
The strategic objectives are to:  
  
1. To offer a collaboration platform: In order to be truly effective as 
sustainable development champions, collaboration is key – to share 
knowledge and partner on projects. 
2. To broaden the idea that exists about sustainability: Awareness is 
essential if change is the goal, sustainability is much more than clean 
tech and recycling, it means holistic thinking and planning of strategies, 
value chains, infrastructure and communities. 
3. To be a positive force of change with impactful actions: To 
showcase that how integrity, sustainable development and inclusive 
economy is no longer nice-to-haves 
  
The African Sustainability Development Association (A-SDA) is a 
not for profit organization which is focused on Building a 
sustainable economy in Africa through: 
  

1.      Conservation of all natural resources throughout Africa 
2.      Promotion of renewable energy as a viable alternative to energy 

from fossil fuels 
3.      Subsistence farming and the growth of sustainable food sources 
4.      Education and training to co-create a better future for all in 

Africa 
5.      Transformation of business to take responsibility for 

sustainability I.e. Sustainable Business Performance 
 

 



	  

A-SDA’s Sustainable Village Project: 
  
The A-SDA through the “Green Pitch” process at the Sustainability 
Summit 2017 has identified a number of entrepreneurial innovations in 
the green space which include, solar power, modular space, 
hydroponics, aquaculture, biosciences, bio-carbon, water treatment and 
compressed air energy storage. 
 
These companies are being incubated through the A-SDA to provide the 
funding, synergies and business acumen to ensure that they are able to 
prosper and provide a solution to Africa’s food, energy and education 
requirements through the “Sustainable Village” using the Regen System. 
Discussions are in process with MTN, Africa’s largest mobile 
telecommunications provider, with a footprint that spans 22 countries, 
and connects over 232.5 million people across Africa and the Middle 
East, this with provision of electricity can enable e-learning across 
Africa. 
 

 
The A-SDA has been approached by the Botswana Government to install 
such villages and it is estimated that more the 100 will be required, each 
providing a sustainable lifestyle to between 100-250 households, a 
similar rolled-out is anticipated in South Africa and then throughout 
Africa providing a solution to Africa’s energy, food and education issues. 
 
Through participation as member, partner or sponsor of Summit 2017, 
you immediately gain access to all the networks and projects of the A-
SDA too.  
 
For more information speak to: 
Mr Mike Veysie, Executive Director of the A-SDA 
Contact detail:  +27 (0)82 330 2100   

     mike.veysie@blankcanvas.co.za 
 
  
 

Diagram used courtesy of Regen System. 



	  

SUMMIT 2017 
 
"The sustainability challenges our world faces today are too big for any 
individual company to tackle. Pooling resources, intelligence, leadership, 
and common sustainability goals with other companies event with 
competitors, can elevate the level of results and make a significant 
difference". - Carles Navarro, MD of BASF Group Spain & Portugal 	  
 
This is the goal of the African Sustainability Summit – to ignite 
collaboration and craft solutions. 2017’s	  theme is: Collaborative Solutions: 
Gearing Africa for a resilient future. It will take place six months earlier 
than usual on the 29th of June at the Johannesburg Stock 
Exchange. It forms part of an exciting series of high-impact events for 
2017 and aims at creating and empowering sustained momentum, 
rather than just being a once-off event. Apart from the exciting calendar 
that includes InnoLIVE, Innovation League and the TT100 Awards 
Programme, regular Deep Dive events have been scheduled. 	  
 
What is a deep-dive? 
 

• Collaboration events that delves deeper into one specific 
focus area as identified by the Founding /Industry Members of 
the A-SDA and Summit Wisdom Board Members. 

• These engagements are the engine that drives sustainable 
development collaboration and provides members with the 
opportunity to pursue their individual strategic and sustainable 
development objectives, but also link to/leverage broader 
sustainable development initiatives. 

• Cross-industry and cross-sector participants have the opportunity 
to network, do deep exploration of topics and specifically 
identify synergies and collaborative projects which drive the 
UN Sustainable Development & NDP2030 agenda. 

• It is facilitated by one or more specialists around strategic 
Sustainable Development objectives, creating the critical mass 
needed to enable impactful change through collaboration for 
sustainability. 

 
Planned Deep-Dive Calendar for 2017 
Month Topic Date Partner 
February Sustainable Business Performance 21 The Da Vinci Institute & 

TT100 Awards Programme 
March Role of Business School in equipping 

"Leaders for the Future World" 
TBC Henley Business School 

May Resilient Infrastructure TBC SANTAM 
 Management of Innovation for 

Growth, differentiation & SD 
29 The Da Vinci Institute & 

TT100 Awards Programme 
June SUSTAINABILITY SUMMIT & Green 

Pitch 2017 
29 June Cross-Industry partners 

July Resilient Business Performance in 
Africa: TRUST & UBUNTU 

TBC Henley Business School 

August Management of Technology: Leapfrog 
while maximising value 

28 The Da Vinci Institute & 
TT100 Awards Programme 

September Agri-Processing and the Green 
Economy  

TBC TBC 



	  

PLANNED GREEN PITCH CALENDAR 2017 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	  

MEMBERSHIP, PARTNERSHIP & SPONSORSHIP 
 
REASONS TO GET INVOLVED: 
 

• Co-create and facilitate Sustainable Business Performance awareness in 
South Africa and African Countries. 

• Enhance Sustainable Business Performance awareness of best practice 
and success stories through the African Sustainability Summit, planned 
DEEP Dives and SMME Green Pitch. 

• Co-create and facilitate Deep Dive Engagements. 
• Through SMME Green Pitch contribute to the development Sustainable 

Business Performance of black owned / emerging enterprises. 
• Contribute to South African and African Research in Sustainable Business 

Performance. 
• Facilitate cross industry and multi-stakeholder collaboration. 
• Get a seat on the Wisdom Board, co-creating Summit content and 

collaborating on A-SDA Anchor projects. 
 
A-SDA MEMBERSHIP: 
 
If your organisation takes a Lead-, Premier- or Ubuntu sponsorship, you are 
automatically an A-SDA founder member and will be credited as such on all 
communication. 
 
Membership of the A-SDA gives you access to co-created Deep-Dive 
engagements, wisdom board representation, access to projects and networks. 
 
PARTNERSHIP: 
 
The Summit are looking for partners to co-create and facilitate the activities of 
the Summit with us and packages are designed according to need and offering. 
This may include for instance media partnerships. 
 
SPONSORSHIPS: 
 
See the attached Sponsor level table for investment amounts and Benefits for 
each of these levels: 
 
Lead  
Premier  
Ubuntu  
Collaborator 
 
CONTACT: 
Surisa Nel, Sustainability Summit: COO 
Tel: 012 844 0134 
surisa.nel@blankcanvas.co.za 
 
 
 


